
Quick Setup and 
Troubleshooting Guide

For use with: all Classic 6”, Bluetooth 
6” and Bluetooth 8’ boards.



Thank you for purchasing from iSwegway.com. 

All of our boards are ready to use out the box.

This guide will help you quickly get started. 
Please follow the steps carefully in order to 

ensure you get the most out of your iSwegway.

CONGRATULATIONS



Note: all of our boards come with UK CE 3 pin 
chargers. We do not supply non-UK chargers.

Before we post any Swegway boards we test each 
one to ensure they are in working condition. 

All of our Swegway boards undergo testing in clean, 
dust free designated spaces and are wiped down 
and packaged carefully for our customers.

We also check and test the charger to ensure it 
is fully operational. 

IN YOUR BOX YOU SHOULD HAVE:

Your iSwegway board

UK CE 3 pin charger (BSI 1363 approved)

User manual

Remote (if applicable)

Protective rubber strips (If applicable, adhesive sold separately)
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Charge for 2 hours before riding

Set your board on flat ground before riding

Get on one foot at a time

Get off one foot at a time

Be patient and calm 

Wear protective clothing

Ride in a safe place free from hazards

Stop completely before getting off

Ride on level ground

Be aware of surroundings

Jump on the board

Jump off the board

Ride through water

Tow your board

Remove the casing (warranty void)

Ride at high speeds for long periods of time

Do not leave charger running for prolonged period of time or overnight

THINGS YOU SHOULD DO

THINGS YOU SHOULD NOT DO



Bluetooth functionality 
(applicable to Bluetooth model boards only)

After switching on your iSwegway. You 
will hear a confirmation sound indicating 
the Bluetooth is ready.

Have your Bluetooth device ready; let’s say you 
are trying to connect the Bluetooth on your 
phone to the iSwegway. Check your phone has 
Bluetooth switched on. Use your phone to 
search for new devices and the iSwegway 
should appear as “F008” or similar.

Once it has recognised and connected the
iSwegway will appear connected on your Bluetooth device.

Now select the music you want to listen to and you are connected.



So you are now ready to get moving!

Get on one foot at a time from behind your iSwegway board and always get off the 
rear one foot at a time. First of all use the iSwegway board using just one foot i.e. 
one foot on board and one on  the ground. Just to feel the movement of the board. 

Tip foot forward and feel the board move forward. Tip foot backwards and feel the
board move backwards. Master the board moving back and forth before trying both 
feet. The iSwegway board is incredibly sensitive, slight movements are all that is 
needed for the board to react.

GETTING STARTED

Quick..on the go steps...



Hold on to something i.e. to a person or a fixed object perhaps try holding 
on to a kitchen work surface. Once on with both feet, stand still and allow 
your board to 

Balance before you move. The secret to your success is to make sure you
can stand still on your board.

Now lean slightly forward and press lightly on the front of the pedals and 
you willstart to move forward. Drop your heels and therefore the opposite 
applies you will move backwards. Just try to move forward and backward 
while holding on.

To rotate on the board press one pedal forward and one backwards whilst
taking care to stay balanced on the. Try moving forward slowly now. Keep 
holding on to someone’s hand till your confidence grows. With a bit of 
patience and practice you will master it in no time. Most people can start 
moving with confidence in under an hour, some people pick it up in just 5 
minutes.

First time on a SWEGWAY BOARD?



The battery in your board is Samsung or LG lithium-ion and
 is of the highest quality available. When you order your 
board we will state whether it is fitted with a Samsung or LG battery.

When new, it may take up to twenty re-charge cycles for it to reach its
full capacity, we recommend using and recharging fully each time, 
do not leave charging overnight.

If your board feels un-even or un-balanced try these steps to re-calibrate it

How do I reset or rebalance my board?

Your board from time to time may need a reset, this is easy to do:

1. Charge the board for two hours.
(The charger has a red light on it, which illuminates when plugged in, this red 
lightwill turn to green when fully charged.) 
1a. Then unplug the charger.

2. Turn off the board and make sure the tops of both sides of the are level. If it 
is working fine both lights should be green on the top and your board should 
work. If just one green light it needs rebalancing.

BATTERY

RECALIBRATION GUIDE



3. Turn off the board.

4. Hold down the “on” button for 30 seconds. The lights should come on
the board and start flashing. Let them continue for 30 seconds.

5. Turn off the board.

6. Turn it back on again two green lights on the top? All done!

How do I use the Keyfob?
The remote control is the key fob in the box. Although this has four buttons 
it’s used for just turning the board on and off to save you having to bend 
down. Alternatively, if you prefer you can use the silver on/off button on the 
side of the. board. The other buttons are redundant and have no 
functionality. Some boards come with a locking feature which allows you to 
remotely lock the board so it is not able to be ridden.




